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News Release

The University rfDayton
"OPTICS VALLEY"
IS UDRI DREAM

DAYTON, Ohio, May 1, 1985 -- The recent announcement by the Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization (SDIO) that the University of Dayton Research Institute will play
a leading role in developing an optical computer is good news for Dayton and the Miami
Valley.

A breakthrough in the research dealing with optical computing would put UD,

Dayton, and the

Miami Valley at the center of what may be one of the major technological

developments of this decade, according to UD officials.
"This is the high end of high tech," explains Steven C. Gustafson, Ph.D., program
manager for the forthcoming SDIO contract with UDRI and head of the six-member team of
professionals and the graduate students who will undertake the research at UD.

"The

best researchers and research organizations in the United States in this area (optics)
have been selected to work together to develop technology that is still just a dream.
could compare what we know now to what we knew about transistors in the 1950s.

You

We have

to make the kind of breakthroughs it took to develop the hand-held calculator from the
crude transistor.

That process took almost 30 years."

When asked what the optical computer research might mean to UD, Dayton, and the
Miami Valley, George B. Noland, Ph.D., director of UD's Research Institute, dreams aloud.
"For UD, it means an unparall~led opportunity for students in our new graduate program in
electro-optics; it means an expansion of our research expertise in the Applied Physics
Division of UDRI; it means a continued national and international reputation for our
scientific and technological research efforts."
"For Dayton and the Miami Valley," Noland continues, "it means potential spin-off
optics industries, in much the same way we have had spin-off electronics industries.

There

is no reason why the Miami Valley could not be 'Optics Valley' somewhere down the road.
With the interest and support of the local computer industry, the presence and involvement
of NCR, the expertise of area researchers, and the educational opportunities of area
universities, including the Air Force Institute of Technology, optical computing research
and development could someday be the focus of a national center here in Dayton.
it's a natural for the Miami Valley Research Park."
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The University of Dayton Research Institute has been involved in optics research
for more than 13 years, according to Eugene H. Gerber, Ph.D., head of the Applied Physics
Division of UDRI.

"Much of the work has dealt with holography.

That research is an

important part of our efforts to develop the knowledge base necessary for optical
computing.

We are building upon good research which has already led to new industrial

development.

The potential here is great."

The work UDRI will do is unclassified, basic research with no guarantees of
success.

No computer will be built, but it is hoped the necessary technological break-

throughs will be made.

The research will be widely discussed and presented at scientific

and technical meetings, as it has been over the past several years.

"The hope of SDIO,"

explains Gerber, "is that the science and technology will develop quickly and be transferred to industry for commercial development as soon as possible.

Optical computing is

essential to the so-called 'Star Wars' defense concept, but it is also a potential boon
to American high-tech industrial development."
According to Noland, the idea of creating a consortium of research institutions
to work on this project originated at UDRI two years ago.

"The Strategic Defense

Initiative Organization's Office of Innovative Science and Technology liked the concept
and felt that it was the logical way to involve several of the best optics researchers
in the country."

Other members of the consortium of research institutions which will

work on the optical computing concept are the California Institute of Technology,
Carnegie-Mellon University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratories of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford University, the University of Alabama
in Huntsville, Battelle Institute, and the Naval Ocean Systems Center.
UD has 35 years of experience in managing government research contracts and is
considered a top program manager.
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For interviews, introductions to the concept of optical computing, and additional
information, contact:
Richard T. Ferguson
Director of University Communications
(513) 229-3241

